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. In this issue we presen't to our readers the Butte, Anaconda and Pacific Railway, better known as the
, ,B A & P. Here we see a close-up of an ore car as it leaves Butte on its wa,yto the Anaconda Smelter.

I .

Up the long grade to the High Line comes this load of yital ore fol',the war effort. This represents the
big job of the B A & P. the interesting hi,story of which we report in this issue devoted to the B A & P.
/

/

Here we are at the High Line. The ore cars are about ready to be pushed, one by one, onto the tipple.
where the ore will be dumped and sent on its way to the war fronts. See the story on pale four.
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THE WAR
NEEDS
.MINERS
MONTANA

*
The war h·asswung into high gear; and we
are slugging it out with the Nazis and "Fte
Nips. We have a knock-out blow to deliver to both, and in order to do it, it will
take the full support of every man, and'
woma~ and child in this country. -•• O'ne
of the war's most desperate' needs right
now is copper, and we lack many men in
the Butte mines. The War Manpower
Commission is busily engaged in ,a recruiting program and bo"h labor and management are helping. Read this short article.
and then pitch in ',and help.
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WITH
the need for copper greatly increased
as the result of offensive warfare in Europe and
against [apan, the War Manpower ;:ommission is
conducting an intensive drive to recruit men for
the mines of Butte, State Director 0, C Lamport
has recently assembled the state and local office
staffs of the Commission and the United States
Employment Service to work out with the mine
officials a program of recruitment.
"The requirements for copper in the war program," Mr. Lamport has said, "is of such a critical nature that itsmanpower needs have become Montana's number
one labor problem ....
We._are directing our intensified efforts into staffing of the copper mines
at Butte." Estimated needs are three hundred
new employees a month until mid-summer
at
least. This is not i'n the nature of an expansionthese added employees
would merely assure
maintained
production of the level of the last
quarter of 1944. This would be in compliance
with official requests from Washington
authorities.
Copper is back at the top of the critical lists.
quantity has been
stockpiled to see OUr war needs through. The demand for copper today is so gr~at that every ef-

It is not true 'that a sufficient
,

.

fort is being made to direct men into the Butte
mines to help speed the end of the war. It is to
the interest of every miner and smelterman a~d
their families to help in this drive to ease the
manpower situatio;' in Butte.
, lust to show you how great the need is,
hefe's a report from the 'War Department which
says that the .intensity of the war in Europe and
the Far Eastmakes
it necessary to raise schedules for this year by $1,600,000,000
over the
.amount estimated only a month ago to be sufficient. That means an immediate step-up of 18.9
per cent over deliveries made to the Army in
1'944.
Items on the books for production boosts
range from big guns and super-bombers
to tents
and uniforms. Highest priority has been given to
the production of a new fighter plane (which
uses a considerable quantity of copped, with the
B-29 Superfortress,
heavy bombers, fighters and
certain transport types ranking just behind in
urgency. Copper is in everyone of them.
Tank production for the year is scheduled to
be seventy per cent more than last year's total
deliveries, and the tanks will be heavier and carry
more firepower. Copper is in them. There is to be

nearly a two hundred per cent jump in heavy
field artillery ammunition. The number of pieces
of heavy field artillery, which fncludes everything from the 4.5 inch gun to the 240-mm How->'"
itzer will be stepped up 55: 1 per cent. Copper is /
needed In all of thern..
Small arms arnmunifiqn production
(which
involves vast amounts' of copper)
is to be increased 35.1 per cent and the output of bombs,
grenades and flares tHirty per cent.
The manpower
shortage in the_ Montana
copper industry is the state's most critical problem t6day and it is a matter of grave concern to
the War and Navy Departments.
The management of the Anatonda Copper Mining Company,
.together with .the officials of the various unions.
is cooperating
fully with the War Manpower
Commission in the program to bring men to the
Butte mines.
;, Copper is, and will continue for some time
to be, one of t~e most urgently needed raw materials. Th~ success of the drives against the
Nazis and the laps may hinge to a great extent
upon what wehere in Montana are 'able to do·to
sustain our quotas of copper production. That -is
o~r job, and ourrespo~sibility.
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HELP WANTED!
Copper Commando announces the preparation of a special edition of your Labor-Management Committee newspaper, to be'
devoted to the names of former employees now in the Armp-d
.Forces. The various Labor-Ma,nagement Committees are assisting us, as well as the company manage'ment and various unions.
,
Because of censorship restrictions, we a.re not allowed to
publish military addresses but Copper G:ommando hopes to
build as complete a file as possible of the addresses of former
employees in service, so that readers may write to the boys in
uif1I;form.This list will be maintained in the Copper Commando
office.
.
If you have relatives or friends in the services who are fortner Anaconda Company employees, will you please ,Ie~u~ know

I

their present m,ilitary address? We are ,going.to mail a copy of
this issue to' every ~x-employee for whom we have an address,
with the compllments and best wishes of all Copper Comm.ando
readers back home.
We need your hel~the
,help of ~II of you-to
put this
over. It will be the combined tribute of every one of us to our
boys in the sel'Vices. Let's make it as nice a trihute as we caD
possibly give them.,
- -,
Copper Commando is located at 112 Hamilton St., Butte.
The telephone number is'4444. -BOB
\

NEWCOMB AND M~RC SAMMONS'
.
·Editars of Copper .Commando

~
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r
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CO,pper Commando is the official newspaper of the Victory Labor-Management
Production Committees of the Anaconda
Copper Mining Company and its Union
Representatives
at But t e, Anaconda,
Creat Falls and East Helena, Montana. It
is issued every two weeks. • • • Copper
Commando is headed bya joint ccSmmittee from Labor and Management, its policies are shaped by both sides and are 4ic- .
tated by neither •••• Copper, Commando
was established at the recommendation
of the War Department with the concurrence of the 'War Production Board. Its
editors are Bob Newcomb and Marg Sammons; its safety editor is John L. Boardman; its ch,ief photographer is AI Cusdorf;
its staff photographer is Les Bisho~ .•• •
Its Editorial Bo~rd consists of: Denis McCarthy, CIO; John F. Bird, AFL; Ed Renouard, ACM, from Butte; Dan Byrne, CIO;
Joe Marick, AFL; C. A. Lemmon, ACM,
from Anaconda; Jack Clark, CIO; Herb
'Donaldson, AFL, and E. S. Bardwell, ACM,
from Great Falls .••• Copper Commando
is mailed to fhe home of every employee
of ACM in the four locations--if
y~u are
not receiving your copy advise Copper
Com·mando at 112 Hamilton Street, Butte.
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THE B A &'P RAILROAD
B A 6' P __
~_~
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Here we start on our visit to the interesting Butt~, Anaconda and Pacific Railroad. This is the history and'
background of this interesting and useful railroad system which is doing a major war job today.
I

YARDS AN D SHOPS

...

.....

._._..

._~ .__..

-----------------------8.

. In the yards and shops of the B A & Pare ";any skilled men who keep the ""heels moving. We feel sure
you woui~ like to get acquainted with these fellow wo,kers of yo ..rs.

MOV INC TH E OR E

. ~ .

-.----.--.-'--.---------------------.---.--._.. 10

So far' as the miners and craftsmen of Butte and the smeltermen and craftsmen at Anaconda and Creal '
Falls are concerned, it is the movement. of the ore that ~atters. Here's a pictorial report of how your
war essential copper mqves over the rails.

STEAM ON TH E JOB

._..__.

.__.

.

.__... _.. 12

While most of the B A & P is electrified, still steam 'plays an important role in the railroad's' eperations. Cet acquainted here with some of the boys who handle the steam locomotives.

T"IS is American Red Cross month. Never before was the work of this wonderful 0.....
gariization more vital than it is today, for the Re.d Cross is doing a splendid, humane
job of helping take care of our boys all over the world. There is probably ~o branch of
modern warfare where the Red Cross is not lending its aid. But it cannot get along
without revenue. Now is the' time to get behind the Red Cross with your dollars.

•

..

This unusual picture was taken severed years ago Qfthe longest c)retrain ever to make the trip from Butte, to Anaconda. Three electric engines were used.

T HE

B~tte,' Anaconda
and Pacific
Railway--or, as it is known to practically
everybody in this neck of the woods, the
BA&P-was
designed chiefly for transfer service between the Butte .mines and
the smelter in Anaconda. Folks who live
in either community are long since familiar with the loaded ore trains moving their
cargoes regularly to the smelter; they
are familiar with the sight of the long
trains of empty cars being returned to the
mines to be filled again.
But probably many of us simply take."
" the BA&P for granted. We do not know
the complete story behind what is probably one of the most interesting and use, ful railways in the United States. This is
the story, then, of the BA&P. It is 'a
story of the history behind this interesting
rai Iroad and of the people today who, behind the scenes, keep the trains r?"ing.
The BA&P was incorporated on September 30, 1892, and was built, as we
have told you, primarily for transporting
ore from Butte to Anaconda. The main
line track connecting these cities is approximately twenty-six miles in length;
with the yards, sidings and leased mileage, there is an aggregate of 143.3B-rniles,
121.61 of which is electrified. When the
road was originally built, it was operated
by steam power. In 1912, electrification
was started and the first electric locomotive was run on May 4, 1913. During the
month of November,
1913, passenger.
,

*

The BA&P, as most of us know. is the
short term for the Butte, Anaconda and
Pacific' Railway. In many respects it is
one of the most unusual 'railroads in the
whole country. Its first job is to move the
ore from the mines at Butte to the smel.
ter at Anaconda. But behind that simple
statement lies a most interesting story. In
this special issue devoted entirely to the
BA&P, we invite you to come along with
us and see how the BA&P works and meet
• the people behind it.

*

,,

freight and switching service was taken
over entirely by electric operation.
This business of electrification
may
not, at first glance, seem particularly im-,
porta nt, but the BA&P has the reputation
Of being the first main line railway to electrify solely for economic reasons. Usually
roads are electrified for such reasons as
eliminating
smoke nuisance in tunnels
or cities, congested terminals .. etc., but
when, you add economical operation tothese other factors, you have something.
. ' Back in the days of Marcus Daly, a
line was operated knownas the Montana
Union Railroad and it was owned by the
Union Pacific and the Northern Pa,cific. It
ran from Butte to Garrison; the ore trains
were re-routed at Stewart to Anaconda: In
the fall of 1891, the Montana Union suggested that an increase in freight rates
was indicated. Marcus Daly wouldn't go
for it and he immediately shut the mines
and the smelter.
Students of Montana
history will recall that there was quite a
bit of discussion about the whole matter.
Mr. Daly decided that something should
be done about it in the direction of building a railroad of his own, and he took up
the matter in Butte with his engineer in
charge of mines, James MacFarlane _._
he was known as the "Duke of New
York."
At that time a man by the name of
Frederick William Carrick Whyte was
working for James J. Hill on the Great

I

,
\

R. E. Brooks, general manager of the B A & P, at
left. A former operating executive on the Union

Northern. After several' conferences between Messrs. Hill and Daly, Hill sent
Whyte to Anaconda to take over, under
.the direction of Mr. Daly, the projected
railroad between Anaconda and Butte,
which was to be the BA&P. MacFarlane
had blocked out the road but Mr. Whyte
,(he has just celebrated his eighty-first
birthday and is one of the most charming
and beloved residents of Anaconda today)
walked over the proposed route with the
maps, making some changes in the original plans and including several sugges"tions of his own. So far as possible he
eliminated grade crossings-one
of the
t~ings he changed was to put the BA&P
at one point over the Montana Unionnow the Northern Pacific. Later the Miiwaukee crossed under the same point'.
W. L. Hoge was the fi rst president
of the BA&P. He was president also of
the Hoge-Daly Bank and a close friend of
the famous copper pioneer. The road was
started in September of, 1892 with the
contracting firm of Toole and Touhy as
contractors, and it was completed in a
little less than two years. Mr. Whyte, to
whom great ,credit goes for his contributions to the building of the BA&P, was
shortly afterward drafted by Mr. Daly to '
take charge of the Anaconda coal opera- .
tions. For many years afterwards, until
his retirement in 1936, Mr. Whyte was !
engaged almost entirely in the coal business for the Anaconda-Companv,
Later in
thi's issue we visit Mr. Whyte again-he
is an outstanding story in himself and we
'want you to know him.better a~ to like
him as much as we do.
Today, the Butte, Anaconda and Pa- /
cific Railway operates twenty-eight 2400volt direct current locomotives, most of
which have been in service since 1913.
The total locomotive miles to d~te is wen
in excess of nineteen mi'llion miles .. In.
fact. it would run one locomotive seven
hundred and seventy-two times around
the world.
Center photo shows.employees under the supervision of P. A. Fitzmaurice, auditor, which includes
accounting, time keeping, car records, etc. Lower
pict",re shows general view of Machine Shop.

Pacific, he joined the B A & P as superintendent
in 1932. He succeeded the late Honorable H. A.

Caliwey. At right is F. W. Bellinger, superinte"d.
ent, who came to the BA & P in 1913•.

I

.-

Machi,ne Shop, Boiler Shop and Blacksmith Shop
employees: Front row, A. P. Smith', general foreman; R. L.,Sparr, E. M. Roache, M. R. Ungaretti, ,
H."E. Levengood, A. J. Kanthack, J. Proxell; sec-

ond row, B. O. Welch, J. Spear, E. Philips, L. Haddick, P. Lappin, C. Reuber, J. LeClaire, V. T. Else;
third row, W. Martens, F. Ostlund, R. Cow, J.
Hamill, C. Drescher, W. Coughlin, L Lloyd, W.

Ob'erg, C. Tucker, H. Miles; back row, S. Martens,
E. Jdhnston,' C. Ricci, J. Banahan, R. Domitr~vich, H. Haddick. These are the men who do the
repairing and keep the ore trains in condition.

The BA&P was the first main line
railroad in the United States to make use
of the direct-current ·2400-volt, system.
Each single unit ~eighs eighty tons and
operates in two unit combinations, except
in road service where three units are connected. The big picture at the top of the
first page' of this article shows a threeunit combination handling 120 cars of
ore. Each. car weighs approxi'mately sev- .
enty tons. That figures around eightyfour hundred tons being hauled a train,

We aren't going to get too statistical
about it, but some' of the other points
about the railway will doubtless interest
our readers: Two sub-stations are used,
one at Butte and the other at Anaconda.
In these sub-stations are three and four,
motor generators respectively. Our tech..,
nical readers will very probably like to
know that each set' consists of a three
phase, 60 cycle, 1450 kv-a, 720 r.p.rn.
synchronous motor directly connected to
two 500 K.W. 1200 volt generators insul-

ated to operate in series for 2400 volts'.
The fieids are separately excited from 125.
volt exciters.
The railroad connects at Butte with
the Great Northern, the Northern Pacific
and the Milwaukee.
At Silver Bow, six
miles from Butte, connectionis made with
the Oregon Short Une.
For 'a distance of sixteen miles the
BA&Pruns
parallel to the transconti-.
nental lines of the Northern Pacific and
the Milwaukee. One little technical point

In the Boiler Shop large andsmall shapes are fabricated from quarter-inch steel. Vern Else and

Harold Miles are working on car parts at the
punch and shears in the picture to the left. In the
/

i

picture at right, Carl 'Drescher, tin' smith, is babbitting a journal bea,ring to be used in an engine.

.

Above, at left, we interrupt
. assistant secretary-treasurer

P. A. Fitzmaurice,
and auditor, as he,

,.Fred Ostlund, blacksmith, is sho~n above at the
forge. In the center picture, we find Mario Ungaretti and Rudy Domitrovich removing driving
,

dictates a letter·to Leo Kelly. At the right we find
Bob Rutherford, assistant yardmaster, as he was

talking over a few railroad matters with. HenrY.
Beckman, trainmaster, on the job in the yardl'

wheels for turning. The gear rims s,hown inside
the driving wheels last about twenty years. Over
at the right we see William Martens, Fred Ost-

lund and Stanley Martens at the steam hammer in
the Blacksmith Shop. They are welding brake
beam hammers.

'

that might interest you is th~at the maximum curvature is twenty degrees, but
the engines are designed with enough
flexibility to take a thirty-one
degree
curve ..
"As
probably nearly all of our readers
know, the BA&P traffic consists largely of
copper ore which is handled in steel hopper bottom cars. Each car weighs about
eighteen tons and has a capacity of fifty
tons. The ore is collected from the various mines and handled down-grade to the
"

Below is the tower car which keeps the distribution sys.tem in apple-pie order. At the right. we
got No. 45 out in the yard so you could get a good
, close-up view of an electric 19comotive.

yard at Rocker where 8500 ton trains 'are
made up for the haul over the main line
to Anaconda. Leaving East Anaconda, the
ore is handled -in units of twenty-six cars
up a steady seven mile grade of 1.1 per
cent wheredelive-v is made to the smelter. Later in this issue we shall see how
these cars are hauled up the hill to the
smelter.
With the waste material from tailings and dumps in Butte now being em,ployed to Keep copper production up, the

BA&P likewise hauls these cars loaded
with this material, to Anaconda.
Tr~ins now being handfed by elec~
tricity are much heavier than those which
were formerly hauled by steam, and the
speed at which they are hauled
roughly
two times as' great. Steam engines are
still in operation for the BA&P on electrified sections and at such places as tailings
operations where it would not be practical
to electrify because the tracks have to be
moved around too much.

is

I

ONE of the most interesting departments'
of the BA6P is the Air Brake'Department .
which is shown at the left with Harold
Haddick seated at his bene.h. The locomotive Air Brake pepartment
is a' h.ighly '::>
.specia.ized one where many air brake de- .
vices ar.e, repaired' and cleaned.
After
cleaning and repairing, each device is
,thoroughly checked before it is allowed to
go into opetation.
At the right we catch
the boys i'n the Blacksmith Shop shaping
a carrier iron which supports the coupler.
Blacksmith Gene Hamill is in the center,
Bill Martens is at the left and Stanley
Martens is at the right in the picture.
\

YARDS
AND
SHOPS

The primary job of the Butte, Anaconda and Pacific Railway is to haul the
ore from the Butte mines- to the Anaconda Reduction Works. That sourtds
simple enough, but it is a job that require§ special railroading knowledge"
because the BA&P differs in many respects from all other railroads in, the'
country. 'In earlier pages, we starte-d to take you behind the scene.s at
Anaconda where the railroad's headquarters
,

quick picture trip further

are 10cateCi. Now we take a
'

,

through t he yards and shops at Anaconda.

ONE of the. ~rdinal
rules of railroad,
maintenance is that equipment must be
kept in good shape. T;hat includes frequent painting.
He're, at' the left, Ed
Johnston, painter, is putting the finishing
trim on one of fthe steam engines. In the
right picture, we find the Car Department Supervisor's force. Left to right are
J. A. Monaco, gang foreman, Angelo Monaco,- light car repair foreman, Hughes
Taggert, car foreman, and T. J. McBride,
chief clerk. This department
handles
thirty, to forty light, repairs per day and
about forty heavy repairs a m'onth.

JACK Kantack, car carpenter, busy at
the 'saw, is shown at the left with the
private car "Washoe" in the background,
Jack is literally a jack-of-all-trades-here
box and other wood cars are rebuilt. At
. , the right a car is Jacked up for repairs •
. That's Bob C. Astle, Kenneth Hamilton,
Nick Catone and Arthur Kantack, Jr.
These .men have changed a pair of car
wheels and applied a new hand brake. Air
and hand brakes must be in perfect condition at. all times. Cars-, are put in tip- '
top condition in this yard by the boys.

AT the left, we fi~d Ernest Christie. D•
. Trebovich, J. R. Brookbush and F. Harrington (in the car) riveting up an ore
car. Heavy rep~irs are made at six separate stations.
This picture shows the
riveting station where some 2,000 rivets
are driven. Re-built cars are assembled
by means of key bolts which are removed ~
and replaced by steel rivets. In the picture at right, W. C. Villeneuve" Sam lorello and E. Callagher are also rebuilding
an ore car. This car is receiving new
hoppers. slope sheet and top rails. Ore
cars have to take a lot of punishment •
.?

. .

...0,.'

HERE .at the upper leftt ~ar 1923 receives a new set of draft sills. Left to
right are Bob. C. Astle, rep~irert J. A.
Monacot gang foreman, and Bill Spell.
man, weider.
In the center picturet Car

1885 gets a new efficic!l!t worm gear hand
brake. That's Jim Dickson at the left and
Patsy Lorello at the right. In the third
picture, Teddy Castro is moving car
wheels.
This supply of car w·heels is

constanf, for they are always com,ing and
going----c~r wheels get very ~igid inspec.
tion, just as do aU other parts of the
engines and cars of the B A & P in order
to have an efficient operation.

•

•

LETtS drop in now on the dispatcher's
office. Routi~g the trains over the complicated network of the B A & P is no
job f()r an amateur.
And'n the ,picture
at the left we get a glimpse of Claude
Brown, chief dispatcher, busy at his desk.
Claude is ·studying 'the train sheet which
shows the operation of all trains, .hours
workedt derailments, accidents, and all
o the r information
pertain,ing to the
operation of the railroad. .This is really

*

ALTHOUCH the electric engines greatly
outnumber the stea~ engines, the rail·
road still maiotains three steam locomotives. These engi.nes ,are used where
electrification is nOt practicablet such as
sand dum p s where track must be
frequently moved and where an electric
installation would not be warranted. The
steam engines are housed in the Round
House while the electric locomotives are
kept out of doors all the year around.
This pic,",ure s~ows Engine lOon
the
turn table-it
has just undergone a complete overhauling and it is now again in
full service. Cerald Weint hostler, is the
man in the cabt although it would be
pretty hard to f'ecognize him at this dis- .
tance.
These steam engines are being
used to advantage in the recl~mation of
the tailings and other waste deposits we
told you about a few pages back.

*

the place where the pulse of the railroad
is felt.
In an adjoi~ing room sits Bill
Stetzner, dispatcher.
Note the telephone
equipment, by means of which Bill or
another dispatcher can' be in touch with
all train operations, at any time of the
day or night.
Bill sits in a small, b~sy .
room in the dispatcher~s office-when
we took this picture, Fred Bellinger, the
"road's superin_tendent, was not aware
that he was. going to be photographed.

You can see him there at the right- side
of the picture .•••
From the time that- a
.trainload of ore leaves the Butte mines.
the dispatcher's office has full and com ..
plete information about it. He knows
where it ·is on the trip t.O the smelter at
all stages of the trip. It is a well known
fact that the successful operation of any
railroad depends upon the centrol control
of all the units which go to make the ·ra~l~
road tick 'and this is no exception.

l

f

Mo~ing

theOre
.
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We have h~d several vi~its now behind
. the scenes with the Butte, Anaconda and
'. Pacific Railway. Here we want to show
. you some of the other steps in the railway
operation -at

the

Anaconda

Reciuction

Works, and have you meet a. few more
people behind this efficient

railroad •

•

THE ore is I~aving B.uHefor Anaconda. Here the B A 6' P engine hauls the ore from the Anselmo.

I

THE ore is under way. Here, near the School of
Mines, we see one of the ore trains swing along

\

toward flhe Reduction Works. At the right, the ore
cars are hauled up to the High Line scare house

for weighing in on anival. Each car is then
shunted into fhe yard where it a~aits' d~mping.

I

/

.'

THIS is a view in the co....centrator yard, with a
.hipment of ore from the Anselmo shown. The

• 10 •

electric locomotive in the center literally pushes
each car into the "tipple" where the cars are

turned up-side-down and emptied. Right: The
brakeman rides the car to the tipple and brakes it.

MARCH 16, 1945
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THE tipple is a deVice which clamps the sides and
bottom of the ore car, inverts it slowly to a sharp
an.gle so th~t the ore is dumped into a bin below.

/

Here at the left, we find Bill Dowling, the brakeman who operates the dump car, riding into the
tipple. As soon as the car is located in the

tipple, giant jaws clamp the car securely ancf start
turning it up-side-down. To right you see the inside of the tipple before the car is moved in.

BEHIND any operation, whether it, is a
railroa.d or a mine or some other ·industry.
are the me!" who make it ~ork.
In/addition to the fine staff of competent
B A & P folks, there' are three men whom
you should meet. Earlier in our story on
the B A & P, we made considerable mention of that fine old gentleman F. W. C•
.' Whyte, affectionately known /as Scotty.
He is shown in th'e adjoining picture' in
the center, and at the time this picture
w,as taken,
he was approaching
his
eighty-first birthday.
Mr. Whyte',. as you
remember, was the original chjef engineer
of the B A & P and had much to do with
tlle building of th,is .important railroa~.
On the right is C. A. (Charlie) Lemmon •
. assistant general manager of the. Anaconda Reduction Works, who was chief
engineer at the time of the electrification
'of the B A & Pan!!_!o the left is P. R.
Peery, superintendent of Maointenance of
Way and Structures.
AND here, at the left, are four of the folks from- the store department. ,Left tori~~t
. are Jane Duganz, clerk, Bill Walsh, chief Clerk, Margaret Moe, clerk, 'and seated at
the desk, Bill McVicars, storekeeper.
Th ere were :i couple of other folks in that'
office -we would have liked to photograph, but th'ey weren't available at the time
so aU we can' do is to say that we are sor ry and we'll catch up with them _again
later on ••••
Now we are coming to the end of the story, chiefly .in· pictures, of·
the BuHe, A'naconda and Pacific Railway.
It is an unusual railroad in many respects--as
we told you before, it is the first raoilroad to be electrified for reasons
of economy. Day in and day out, B A.& P serveJ the interests of Uncle Sam by delivering copper ore to the Anaconda Reduction Works.
It is the B A & P which starts
the Butte ore the miners produce on its way to the fighting fronts of the world.·
The B A & P grew out of the need for a modern and efficient railroad betwe~n
Butte and Anaconda; the idea' for its building originated with Marcus Daly and its
construction
was aided through the geni us of James J. Hill. But it was m~m 'like
Scotty Whyte, who marched across the route before the track was ever laid, with
his maps under hoisarm and 8 dream of modernlailroad
construction· in his head, who
really did the job.
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While the B A & P is much more an electric than a steam railroad. still the steam
engine is doing a 'big job to help war
production-on
this page we see some of
the steam engine operations and also get
acquainted with som~ of the boys. .. ••
and that winds up our visit to the B A & p.
a trip your editors hugely enjoyed. The
only hope we have is that you. our readers,
have enjoyed making this tour.
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, Here's a typical'steam engine -crew. Bill Earhart.
engineer,Js
the right; Joe McCarvel, fireman,
is at the left. Any railroader can tell you that the
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This is an action picture of Engine ·10 hauling
land from the New Works tailings pit. Cars

. shown here are hauled to the East Anaconda YMd.
·thence to Concentrator Yard by electric power •.

engineer is on the wrong side-he
just moved
Dver there for picture pu·rposes•. In the righthand picture, we find a train crew from the East

Anaconda yard consisting of Percy Moyle, Tom
Murphy, and Hugh (Cracked McClynn. They all
seem 'to be, enjoying themselves, and they do.
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IThere's No. 10 again, in the picture above at the
left-it
was taken during one of the snow flurries. The engine is switching cars in the yard.
lrhat's Percy Moyle and Tom Murphy standing

beside the engine and Bill Earhart is in the cab.
Bill has a son who is a fireman and who often
works with his father, but they were not together
the day we went to get pictures. Just as we were

about to leave we lined up .all the boys on hand
in front of Engine 25. This switch crew includes
Foreman Percy Moyle, J. Kosena, fireman;' J. McDonald, engineer; J. Percin, N. Larson, helpers.

